Equivalent state theory for constitutive modelling of silty sand

Synopsis:

A systematic increase of non-plastic fines content, fc, (particle size ≤ 75μm) in the matrix of clean sands may decrease their void ratio, e, but their stress-strain behaviours depend on their relative interaction. To avoid these complexities, clean sand with a fc can be considered as a separate soil to establish critical state soil mechanics (CSSM) framework and then its stress-strain behaviour can be explained to a greater extent via a constitutive model. However, this is not practical as laborious effort is required to define critical state lines, CSLs, for sand with each fc. Therefore, attempts have been made that consider the clean sand behaviour as a reference and then capture the effect of fc by: (1) developing empirical relation; (2) correcting e to an equivalent void ratio, e*, considering relative interaction of fines in the matrix of sand. Concepts of a simplistic model for e* will be discussed, using experimental and DEM data, which may coalesce CSLs for sand with fc to a single equivalent granular critical state line (EG-CSL). The limitation and potential application of e* will be discussed. However, when e* gives the EG-CSL, it develops an equivalent CSSM framework for sand with a range of fc, as long as the soil matrix is dominated by the sand matrix. This EG-CSL only requires CSL for clean sand or sand with a fc. The EG-CSL also allows to modify state parameter, ψ to equivalent granular state parameter, ψ*. The e* and ψ* capture the effect of fines in the characteristic features of drained and undrained behaviour. This also allows substitution of e* and ψ* for e and ψ into state dependent constitutive models (e.g. SANISAND family of models). The ‘proof-of-concept’ works very well for loose specimens, however predictions slightly deviate for dense specimens, irrespective of fc. An incorporation of fabric evolution improves the model prediction significantly.
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